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LT Game and KamPek Paradise Casino together 

Welcome Octobor Golden Week 

 

October Golden Week is a long holiday formed by the state in coordination with the National Day 

holiday. On one hand, it allows citizens some vacation time to fulfill people’s needs. On the other hand, 

it creates huge domestic economic benefits, especially in retail, entertainment, tourism and many other 

industries. For businessmen, Golden Week brings the business opportunities they all hope to catch. LT 

Game and Kam Pek Paradise Casino are also preparing for the upcoming Golden Week, with a series 

of plans for new game launches, member discounts and limited events. 

 

New LT Games on Floor 

1. “HulunBuir Grassland” 

Under the joint collaboration between LT Game and 

Maestro Ulaantug* the nationally recognized First Grade 

Composer, Hulunbuir Grassland not only uses vivid 

graphics and beautiful music to create a feeling of being 

in the prairie but also integrates the thrilling archery and 

equestrian activities of the grassland life into the game. 

"The Archery Jackpot Bonus Game" and "The Lasso of 

the Horse" allow the players to experience the 

excitements of prairie life and further immerse in the 

atmosphere of the Hulunbuir Grassland while having the 

opportunity to earn substantial winnings—allowing the players to have a whole new adventure from the 

game.  

*More information about Maestro Ulaantug: https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B9%8C%E5%85%B0%E6%89%98%E5%98%8E/7267837 

 

2. “Street Steel” 

Taking the local attraction of Macau as the starting 

point and adopting racing as the theme, LT Game team 

cooperated with Street Steel-Heavy Metal Bike Gallery 

Macau to create the unmissable game. “Street Steel” 

directly and boldly presents the pursuit of heavy metal 

bikes. Under the sound of the booming engine, visually 

paired helmet and racing suits, the player would be like 

galloping on the streets to develop a passionate story. 

Through motorbike race game and multiplying rewards, 

the game captures the minds of the players, allowing 

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B9%8C%E5%85%B0%E6%89%98%E5%98%8E/7267837
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them to choose, participate in and interact with the game in accord with their own preferences. Players 

would be more engaged in the game and feel the stimulation and happiness accumulated during the 

process. 

 

3. “Supreme Series” (Door to Riches, Golden Fortune Dragon, Golden Piggy’s 

Fortune) 

The Supreme Series is the refined and enhanced 

edition of past popular games released by LT Game. 

At base game, gamble feature adds the chance to 

“double” the winnings; wild symbol substituting 

scatter symbol feature increases the probability of 

triggering Free Games; and the Golden symbols 

could elevate the prizes up to 20 times. Moreover, 

Free Game feature is embedded with the 

characteristics of options choices and randomness 

to enrich the contents of the whole game. Even 

though the Jackpot feature is removed from the 

Supreme Series games, the probability of trigger base game wins and free games would be relatively 

increased. More wins and rewards, this is definitely an attraction to players.  

 

4. “Wildland – Growling Lion” 

The king of wild animals leads the group of beasts soaring 

in the wildland. Explorers (players), the key to gold 

mining is to capture the more beasts as you can. The 

appearance of lions has the opportunity to lead you to 

enter the free game. During free games, it is the open 

season. All symbols with low rewards will be excluded, 

leaving only beast symbols with higher rewards to win 

higher prizes for players. In addition, during the wildland 

exploration, when encountering a lion king and a group of 

tigers, although the situation is critical, the "Golden Beast 

Award" reward is the prize to get.  If you are lucky, you 

could find some gems together with the lion king. Then, 

there is a chance to win the "Colorful Jewel" prizes, which can be up to 50 times of the winning. So, 

explorers (players), come to the wildland and capture the Lion King and other beasts to find for gold! 
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5. “Dragon Treasure” 

Chines WuXia style as the background, well-known 

Longmen BiaoJu as the storyline—KungFu escorts, 

Treasure boxes… the Dragon Treasure game begins. 

With 3x5 reels, 30 lines of wins, up to 10x bet and 

number of scatter symbols determine free game 

quantities, these seemingly simple but classic 

gameplays give players a feeling of returning to the 

basics. In addition, the “sticky wild” in free game 

feature allows the players to cumulate more wild 

symbols as free games progressing and to obtain 

higher rewards.   

 

 

 

KamPek Paradise Casino Special promotions 

 

This year is also the 14th anniversary for KamPek Paradise Casino. Many membership promotions are 

to be released, including instant lottery, food vouchers for chip buying, double points for Live Baccarat, 

Sicbo and Roulette games, and points to exchange promotional chips. Also, there are various gift sets 

to distributed to the new members.  
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New member Awards 

Welcome gift for New members. 

Follow WeChat official account to get free gifts. 

New slot machine members can receive free gifts after accumulating 100 points 

within 24 hours from the registration time. 

 

 

  

Double Points 

When playing live Baccarat, Roulette and Sic Bo in the whole venue with 

membership card, you can accumulate 2 times the game points. 

 

  

Instant Lottery 

Earning 30 points within one day (00:00-23:59) and you would get a free chance to 

play the instant lottery and win various gifts. New members can have an extra free 

chance. 

 

  

Dining offers 

Buy 3000 chips get free dining voucher, suitable for Kam Pek Bar & Long Cuisine 

Restaurant. The more promotional chips you buy the more F&B vouchers you can be 

rewarded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Slot Members  

Players who earn on any slot machines within one day (00:00 – 23:59) could get 

membership coins, supermarket coupon, fine wine, or other exquisite gifts without 

deducting any membership points. 

Live Baccarat Members 

Live member could get free gifts by earning specific amount of point on live games 

within one day (00:00 – 23:59). 

Once total point has reached to standard, Live Baccarat members can redeem 

promotional chips up to $10,000. 
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For the coming October Golden Week, KamPek Paradise Casino bring you the one-stop diversified 

experience. To enjoy various promotions, to form unforgettable vacation moments, and to create a 

prosperous economy. At the same time, LT Game and KamPek Paradise Casino would hope that all 

sectors of society will return to the normal track as soon as possible, and all people could enjoy happy 

and worry-free lives together. 

 

--The End-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LT Game 

LT Game, a subsidiary of Paradise Entertainment Limited, 

is one of the major gaming products and casino solutions providers in Macau and in the world. 

Macau office: EM MACAU, AVENIDA DE VENCESLAU DE MORAIS NºS 175-179, INDUSTRIAL KIN IP 10º ANDAR B; 

Tel: 853 - 2878 7299 Fax: 853 - 2878 5257 Website: https://www.ltgame.com/ Email: sales@hk1180.com 


